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Abstract

We describe a Chinese-Japanese search query
translation system using search results of com-
mercial web search API. Because a lack of
available search results between Chinese and
Japanese, our system uses intermediate lan-
guage and do translation in a gradual man-
ner, the intermediate language is not limit-
ed to English. Our system is domain inde-
pendent and could be easily expanded to oth-
er language pairs. Experimental results show
that our system is quite suitable for Chinese-
Japanese search query translation task and can
acquire high translation accuracy.

1 Introduction

Statistical machine translation (Brown et al., 1993)
has become the main research field in machine trans-
lation, among which phrase-based statistical transla-
tion model (Koehn et al., 2003) and syntax-based
statistical translation model (Yamada and Knight,
2001) have been developed significantly these years.
However, these machine translation models are al-
l for sentence level translation. Because in search
query translation, the translation object is a com-
bination of several words (usually less than three)
which lacks of contextual information, these ma-
chine translation models are thought to be not suit-
able for search query translation task.

Search query translation task can be conduct-
ed by simple dictionary matching. This transla-
tion approach is effective for search queries con-
sisting of common (or general) words such as ”ê
Lf(bicycle)”, ”4Ô(helmet)”. Dictionary-based

translation, however, may not work well for prod-
uct search queries which are frequently consisted
of proper nouns and product names. For exam-
ple, we can suppose the Chinese query ”Éò�
í(·ãÈü�éÕ£ÃÈ, in Japanese)” which
is a proper noun in wine domain and unknown word
in an ordinary dictionary. Moreover, although both
Chinese and Japanese come from French ”Chateau
Lafite”, the Japanese is a transliteration of the o-
riginal French, while in the Chinese, translitera-
tion and translation are mixed together , where ”É
ò(Lafite)” is transliteration and ”�í(Chateau)” is
translation. In this case, using a transliteration mod-
el could not accomplish the translation task either.

In this paper, we focus on translation task of
search queries used in product search. We propose
a method of using search results of commercial web
search API and develop a Chinese-Japanese search
query translation system. We also report experimen-
tal results that show the effectiveness of our system
on search query translation task. Because our system
could be easily expanded to other language pairs,
we think that it would be quite useful to connect
Rakuten group’s services among different countries
and improve the distribution.

2 System Description

Figure 1 is an overview of our system. The basic
idea is using commercial web search API to find out
Alphabet translation for Chinese search query, then
search for Japanese translation using the Alphabet
translation. It is unnecessary to construct specified
parallel corpus, which makes our system domain in-
dependent, also it would be very easy to expand our



Figure 1: System overview.

translation system to other language pairs.
It would be straightforward if we can find the

Japanese translation for Chinese search query direct-
ly using commercial web search API. However, be-
cause a lack of available Chinese-Japanese search
results, we use intermediate language and do trans-
lation in two steps:

• Step 1: Chinese2Alphabet Translation

• Step 2: Alphabet2Japanese Translation

The intermediate language is fixed to be written in
Alphabet, however, it is not limited to English.

2.1 Chinese2Alphabet Translation

In this step, we get Chinese search results from
commercial web search API for the Chinese search
query, and extract Alphabet translation candidates
from the contents in ”Title” and ”Snippet” of the
search results and obtain the best candidate by de-
fined score calculation.

Take Chinese search query ”Éò�í” for exam-
ple, by web search API we can get Chinese search
results in ”Title” and ”Snippet” like this:

Title:
Éò�í�Chateau Lafite Rothschild�- a
�RR�-Õýa�RQ...

Snippet:
2011t5�28å2011t7�9å... Éò�í
�Chateau Lafite Rothschild	�/1855tâ
��a�RÄ§ö�v§a��íK�...

Table 1: Examples of Alphabet n-gram candidate scores.

Candidates n freq score
Chateau Lafite 2 40 43.94
Chateau Lafite Rothschild 3 31 42.97
Lafite Rothschild 2 33 36.25
Lafite 1 46 31.88
Chateau 1 43 29.81

We extract the nearest Alphabet sequence nex-
t to the search query. In this example, we can get
”Chateau Lafite Rothschild” twice. Because any n-
gram of the extracted sequences may be the transla-
tion, which is called n-gram translation candidate,
we use the following formula to calculate scores
for all n-gram translation candidates extracted from
search results:

score = log(n+ 1)× freq, (1)

where n is the n-gram length, freq is the frequency
of n-gram translation candidate appearing in search
results. The one holding the highest score is regard-
ed as the best candidate. Table 1 shows examples
of Alphabet n-gram candidate scores of ”Éò�
í” calculated using 200 search results from Yahoo
search API, where ”Chateau Lafite” becomes the Al-
phabet translation for the next step.

2.2 Alphabet2Japanese Translation
This step is similar to Step 1, we get Japanese search
results from commercial web search API for the Al-
phabet translation from Step 1, and obtain the best
Japanese translation candidate by parsing the con-
tents in ”Title” and ”Snippet” of the search results
using particular rules.

Take Alphabet translation ”Chateau Lafite” for
example, by web search API we can get Japanese
search results in ”Title” and ”Snippet” like this:

Title:
·ãÈü�éÕ£ÃÈ�íüÈ·ëÈ
Chateau Lafite Rothschild ... - coneco.net

Snippet:
·ãÈü�éÕ£ÃÈ�íüÈ·ëÈ
Chateau Lafite Rothschild 1964 750ml�¢
WfÔyfJ�k·F�¡<Ô�µ¤
Èconeco.net...



Table 2: Examples of Katakana bi-gram candidate fre-
quencies.

Candidates freq
·ãÈü�éÕ£ÃÈ 70
éÕ£ÃÈ�íüÈ·ëÈ 68
·ãÈü�Þë´ü 8
·ãÈü�éÈ¥üë 7
·ãÈü�ë 5

Because translation for proper noun and product
name search queries from Alphabet to Japanese can
always be considered as a transliteration problem,
we extract the nearest Katakana sequence next to the
Alphabet translation. In this example, we get ”·ã
Èü�éÕ£ÃÈ�íüÈ·ëÈ” twice. Also,
in Alphabet to Japanese transliteration, the number
of words is always the same, so we only consider
Katakana n-gram holding the same number of words
to the Alphabet translation as translation candidate.
In this example, only bi-gram is regarded as transla-
tion candidate. By adding this constraint, the formu-
la used to calculate n-gram candidate score in Step
1 could be simplified to only related to frequency.
Table 2 shows examples of Katakana bi-gram candi-
date frequencies for ”Chateau Lafite” in 200 search
results from Yahoo search API, where ”·ãÈü�
éÕ£ÃÈ” becomes the final output of our sys-
tem.

However, there may not exist Katakana n-gram
with the same number of words to the Alphabet
translation in search results. In such case, we use the
following formula to calculate scores for all n-gram
translation candidates extracted from search results:

score =
1

sim rank
+

1

n gram rank
+

1

|n− len|+ 1
,

(2)
where sim rank is the rank of similarity between
Katakana n-gram and Alphabet translation, for sim-
ilarity calculation we use AlphaBeta transliteration
model (Brill and Moore, 2000), n gram rank is the
rank of n-gram scores calculated using (1), n is n-
gram length, and len is number of words in Alpha-
bet translation.

Of course it is reasonable of only using (2) for
candidates selection. However, the method we de-
scribed above showed better performance in the pre-

Table 3: Examples of test data.

Chinese Japanese
N×L ô¡¹³¹
ý��& Çå¢üë�ßíó
(PRRR��� ·ãÈü�àüÈó�íüÈ·ëÈ
ÉØ¯ÎÎÎ!!! ·ãÈü�°éó�Ôå¤é³¹È
���999������ ¢ßéë�É�Ù¤·åô§ë

Table 4: Translation evaluation results.

Full Part Null No
Chinese2Alphabet 43 37 17 5
Alphabet2Japanese 68 5 17 12
Chinese2Japanese 35 32 14 21

liminary experiments.

3 Experiments

3.1 Settings

The test data we used is 102 manually extracted
wine name pairs from Rakuten China and Rakuten
Japan. Table 3 shows some examples of our test da-
ta, where the Chinese characters in bold are trans-
lation, the others are transliteration of original Al-
phabet. We also extracted the corresponding Alpha-
bet translation. The web search API we used is Ya-
hoo search API. Considering the tradeoff between
translation accuracy and speed, we set the number
of search results for each search query to 200. We
did experiments for both the two separate steps and
the system.

3.2 Evaluation

For machine translation evaluation, BLEU (Papineni
et al., 2002) is the most popular metric being used.
However, as mentioned in Section 1, search query
translation task has its specificity that it is not sen-
tence level translation, so we do not use BLEU. In-
stead, we use our own method for evaluation and
define three types of translation matching:

• Full Match: if the translation output is exactly
the same as golden translation

• Part Match: if the translation output is sub-
string of golden translation, and vice versa



Table 5: Examples of Full Match.

System input System output
Éò éÕ£ÃÈ
(P	ã àüÈó�«Ç
eÔ����ííí ·ãÈü�ªü�Öêªó
��DDD����� Öé¦ó�Öé¶üº�áëíü
���lll���ËËË ¢ëÆë�¨´�É�Ñëá

Table 6: Examples of Null Match.

System output Golden translation
ßäë¹È�ëëëÓÓÓ³³³óóó ßäë¹È�ëëëÔÔÔ³³³óóó
ÐóÕ£�¢¢¢óóóÆÆÆ£££ ãããóóóÆÆÆ£££
êêêóóóÇÇÇÞÞÞóóó�«ïé êêêóóóÇÇÇÞÞÞóóóººº

• Null Match: besides Full Match and Part Match

Besides these matching types, we also define ”No
Result” for the ones that have no translation outputs.

Table 4 shows the evaluation results of our trans-
lation system, where Chinese2Alphabet and Alpha-
bet2Japanese are translation accuracies of the two
separate steps, and Chinese2Japanese is the final
translation accuracy of our system. Table 5 shows
some examples of ”Full Match”, we can see that
even the Chinese search query that are mixed with
translation and transliteration could be successfully
translated by our system. Table 6 shows some exam-
ples of ”Null Match”, although the system outputs
are evaluated as ”Null Match” based on our evalua-
tion method, the Katakana in bold could be regarded
as right translations according to human evaluation.

However, there exist many ”No Result”, which
is a drawback of our system, we are thinking about
using dictionary and transliteration models to trans-
late these ”No Result” search queries as an auxil-
iary of our system. Also, we notice that the num-
ber of ”Full Match” in Chinese2Alphabet translation
is less than Alphabet2Japanese, we think that doing
segmentation for Chinese search query and adding
the same number of words constraint could increase
the number of ”Full Match” for Chinese2Alphabet
translation. Moreover, because our system depend-
s on search results of commercial web search API,
and search results may change day by day, the sys-
tem output may be not stable.

4 Conclusion

We developed a Chinese-Japanese search query
translation system using search results of commer-
cial web search API, which is quite suitable for
Chinese-Japanese search query translation task and
can acquire high translation accuracy. The system is
domain independent and could be easily expanded
to other language pairs.

However, there still exist some problems in our
system, which we have to solve. Currently, the sys-
tem only works for Chinese to Japanese search query
translation task. In the future, we are planning to ex-
pand it to Japanese to Chinese search query transla-
tion task.
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